Location: Whistler & Vancouver BC, Canada

Starting Position: Gate at Vancouver (CYVR)

Mission Description: You start at in the water right beside Vancouver International Airport where to VANOC (Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympics Winter Games) have asked you to fly the Olympic torch up to Whistler so that they can see it one last time before the opening of the games. You depart in a de Havilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver which adds to the Canadian spirit of the flight. Upon your arrival into Whistler/Green Lake Water Aerodrome (CAE5), you are approached by the Team Canada hockey equipment manager. It appears the team has already left on the bus, and play in a matter of hours, and have forgotten their equipment! You agree to take the equipment back to Vancouver where your mission ends.

Weather: Whatever you feel like, although VFR would be best!

Reward: It turns out the Canadian Olympic Hockey team has won gold, thanks to your help. The team manager has found an extra Vancouver 2010 olympic medal, which he gives to you for all your hard work!

Completion time: About 1 hour (50 nm each way)
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